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EDINBURGH FRINGE FESTIVAL 2018
Kiki Vita presents

!

GRUMPY PANTS

!All the way from Spain, Kiki Vita presents Grumpy Pants as part of the Laughing Horse Free

Festival. A 45 minute children’s show, that is designed to entertain parents alongside kids
with a mix of perfectly crafted juggling routines, clowning, physical comedy and fork throwing!
Yes forks!

!Grumpy Pants invites the audience into an eccentric and intimate world,

where everyday
objects such as suitcases, glasses of water and frisbees are bought to life in experimental
juggling routines. A bizarre and off beat character Grumpy Pants communicates through his
expressive rubber skin, words and sounds and the fourth wall is broken from beginning to
end, as the audience, both children and adults, are encouraged to be part of the show from
the moment they enter. Grumpy Pants finishes with a highly skilled fork throwing finale act
that brings delight to everyone in the audience.

!Kiki has performed in over 25 countries including Kosovo, Kuwait and Fiji, appearing at

events such as Adelaide Fringe, Canadian National Exhibition and Glastonbury Festival. An
accomplished traditional juggler with an unique
style that is dedicated to a more
contemporary form of object manipulation - bringing everyday objects to life and incorporating
them in his juggling routines. A proud self proclaimed 'professional stupid', he is dedicated to
exploring the stupidness in everything and the everyday.

!“His generous and warm-hearted clowning doesn’t falter for a minute... Mr Vita is a

consummate professional and charismatic performer who can entertain the whole family.”
The Circus Diaries
Edinburgh Fringe details:

!Venue: Laughing Horse @ The Free Sisters

139 Cowgate - Venue 272 (Maggie’s Front Room)
Date: 02nd - 26th August 2018
Time: 12.15 AM (45 mins)
Tickets: Free Non-ticketed

!!
Contact: Amelia Cadwallader

e-mail: las.cossas.nostra@gmail.com
Phone : Spain - 0034 628231894

!Social Media Details:

Web : www.lascossasnostra.com
Twitter : @LasCossasNostra
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Kiki-vita
Instagram: las.cossas.nostra

!
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